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Illustrated in full color. When Thomas the Tank Engine decides to bypass his usual stops and
speed directly to the end of the line, havoc ensues. Thomas is in such a hurry that the
passengers can't get on or off, and everything gets bounced up and down in a wonderful jumble!

From the Inside FlapIllustrated in full color. When Thomas the Tank Engine decides to bypass
his usual stops and speed directly to the end of the line, havoc ensues. Thomas is in such a
hurry that the passengers can't get on or off, and everything gets bounced up and down in a
wonderful jumble!From the Back CoverIllustrated in full color. When Thomas the Tank Engine
decides to bypass his usual stops and speed directly to the end of the line, havoc ensues.
Thomas is in such a hurry that the passengers can't get on or off, and everything gets bounced
up and down in a wonderful jumble!About the AuthorIn the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a
small blue wooden engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, Reverend W.
Awdry, made up to accompany this wonderful toy were first published in 1945. He continued to
create new adventures and characters until 1972, when he retired from writing. Reverend Awdry
died in 1997 at the age of 85.Jane E. Gerver is the author and illustrator of numerous books for
young readers. She’s also adapted several classics, such as Jane Eyre and The Prince and the
Pauper, to help introduce children to literature.Read more
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Thomas and Friends: My Red Railway Book Box (Bright & Early Board Books) Thomas &
Friends 5-Minute Stories: The Sleepytime Collection (Thomas & Friends) Fast Train, Slow Train
(Thomas & Friends) (Big Bright & Early Board Book) Thomas' ABC Book (Thomas & Friends)
(Pictureback(R)) Trains, Cranes & Troublesome Trucks (Thomas & Friends) (Big Bright & Early
Board Book) Thomas & Friends Story Time Collection (Thomas & Friends) Thomas and the
Dinosaur (Thomas & Friends) (Little Golden Book)



LLL, “It’s pretty small.. I didn’t pay attention to the dimensions but it fits into our toddler’s tiny
hands. He can “read” it while he’s in his car seat.”

Person who reads books, “A really useful Thomas BOARD BOOK. I love these Dr. Seuss brand
Thomas books, and (more importantly) so does my two-year old. He's a Thomas fan through
and through. Unlike the Golden Books (which are nice enough), this book and its cousin, GO
TRAIN GO tap into writing conventions that will train your young reader to recognize patterns. It's
not a Pulitzer, to be sure, but its use of parallel structure and appropriate repetition elevates your
frequent reading of Thomas from nice stories that are grounded with a moral center to
something a bit more. Be aware, however, that this Board Book lacks the meat of the more
traditional children's book. As a result, a bit of the narrative is loss. If you have the ability, I'd
recommend going with the non-board book. If not, however, your young reader will still delight in
reading this and its sturdiness enables more individual reading with less accidents to the pages.”

L&Sfarmwmn, “Little board book for little hands. I didn't read the description of this book well
enough and I thought it was the unabridged longer version. This is actually a smaller board book.
That didn't matter much to my son, who was 18 months old when I purchased this. He'll listen to
any Thomas story with rapt attention, and being a board book meant he couldn't damage as
easily as a paper book. I also bought Go Train Go, and both have become a favorite of his. He
often brings us one of the books to read to him. My only complaint is that because it is very
small, it tends to get lost among his larger board books.”

Krista, “Great board book!. My 16 mo old grandson loves to have this read over and over- a little
modification to simpler/shorter story because he's so excited to get through the book! But he
loves it and will sit and "read" it by himself as well. But I'm sure he'll grow into reading all words
on page.”

Momof3, “Perfect for little kids. Cute book. This is our second one. The first one was so well
loved my son kept saying "clean up!" (it had worn down by the 3rd child), so I finally bought a
new one!”

R Bel, “... 2 year old loves Thomas the Tank Engine and enjoyed this story. My 2 year old loves
Thomas the Tank Engine and enjoyed this story.  It was long enough to hold his attention.”

Tori Rayle, “Four Stars. Good book”

hopedivas, “Perfectly Thomas. Great little books for kids. The material of this board book holds
up really well to the destructive strength of a toddler!”



Dean M, “Five Stars. Toot toot”
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The book by Susan E. Goodman has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 180 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 32 pages
Reading age: 1 - 4 years, from customers
Grade level: Preschool and up
Item Weight: 4.6 ounces
Dimensions: 4.25 x 0.5 x 5.75 inches
Paperback: 128 pages
Lexile measure: AD520L
Board book: 24 pages
Library Binding: 24 pages
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